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Research in etiology of MONW based on epigenetics and constitution Identification of traditional Chinese medicine theory: design and protocol
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Abstract: Background: We aimed in this study to evaluate the constitution status of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) in metabolic obesity normal weight (MONW) and the genetic effectors of this phenotype from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and DNA methylation modification. Methods: One to one matched case-control study was conducted in our research. We conducted the standardized Constitution in Chinese Medicine Questionnaires (CCMQ) questionnaire, testing anthropometric measurements, genotyping the six gene polymorphism loci (including FTO rs1421085, rs9939609, rs1121980, PPP1R3B rs2126259, rs9987269 and GCKR rs780094) by the TaqMan probe, and using pyrosequencing to detect DNA methylation level of FTO, PPP1R3B and GCKR gene. Discussion: The results of this research will provide convinced evidence for etiology of MONW from the constitution status of TCM, genetic effects, and interactions among them and behavior risk factors laying the foundations of individualized prevention and the Precision Medicine.
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Introduction
In recent years, as aging and westernized lifestyle is gradually increasing in Chinese population, metabolic abnormalities have been more and more frequent. The independent abnormal metabolic index is rare, so for a variety of different combinations of mutually abnormal metabolic markers by people have been gradually more widespread concerned. The metabolic obesity normal weight (MONW) is the one. MONW is a specific phenotype combining obesity with metabolic which first proposed in 1981, which BMI within the normal range, whereas there are several metabolic risk factors clustering [1]. The central link of this subtype is insulin resistance, which prone to type 2 diabetes, hypertension, hypertriglyceridermia [2, 3], and could be corrected through controlling of diet and exercise [2, 4]. The meta-analysis showed that the overall prevalence of MONW was 19.98%, and European population had the highest MONW prevalence [5]. It is noteworthy that with the recent trend of rising prevalence of childhood obesity, MONW also have been spreading to children and adolescents [6, 7].

The danger of MONW is more serious than the opposite metabolic phenotype-metabolically healthy obese (MHO). A research conducted by Korea showed that the risk of cardiovascular disease and all-cause risk ratio of MONW group is higher than MHO group [8], and the impacts on atherosclerosis were stronger than MHO group [9]. Thus, metabolic factors may play more important role than the degree of obesity for chronic non-communicable disease, such as cancer, cardiovascular disease [10, 11]. Because of the characteristics of normal weight, MONW is often more likely to be overlooked. To carry out the research about the etiology has an important significance for early identification and intervention on MONW.

Chinese medicine believes that physical constitution of the human life process is congenital
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and acquired based on the formation of the structure, physiological and psychological aspects of a comprehensive state of relatively stable natural qualities and the development process human personality in adaption for the natural and social environment. The constitution status differences resulted in disorder variability. The relationship between the disease and different physical phenotypes reveals the inner nature of the development of the disease. For the particular metabolic phenotype-MONW, the physical identification could reveal the etiology and pathogenesis from the inherent nature of the disease, and provide approaches to protect the health population.

MONW is the result of environmental factors and genetic factors working together. It is important to confirm susceptibility loci of MONW combined with environmental factors for reducing the incidence of MONW. Currently, the research on MONW mainly focused on its impact on a variety of chronic non-communicable disease, whereas, the manuscript about genetic background is rare. Based on the research reported in 2014 which did cluster analysis of fasting insulin-associated genetic variants [12], combined with Chinese database, we selected FTO, GCKR, and PPP1R3B genes to evaluate their relationships with MONW in Chinese. But only finding the cause from the DNA sequence was one-sided. In many cases, although there was no change in DNA sequence, it could change the phenotype of the organism occurs, which means the same genotype, different phenotypes as epigenetic phenomenon.

To sum up, we aimed in this study: (1) to identify the constitution status of Traditional Chinese Medicine in MONW providing the evidences on physical nursing and physical intervention from the perspective of physical science to; (2) to evaluate the genetic effectors of this phenotype from single nucleotide polymorphisms and DNA methylation modification; (3) to analyze the interactions among susceptibility genes, physical identification and behavioral risk factors providing the basis of individualized prevention and the Precision Medicine.

Methods and design

Design

One to one matched case-control study was conducted in our research. We conducted questionnaire, testing anthropometric measurements, genotyping the six gene polymorphism loci (including FTO rs1421085, rs9939609, rs1121980, PPP1R3B rs2126259, rs9987269 and GCKR rs780094) by the TaqMan probe, and using pyrosequencing to detect DNA methylation level of FTO, PPP1R3B and GCKR gene. Data on demographic and anthropometric characteristics were collected by interviewer-administered questionnaire. Anthropometric measurements included body weight, body height, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), and blood pressure. An electronic sphygmomanometer was used to measure blood pressure. We obtained informed consent from all participants, and the study was approved by the Ethics Committees of the First Affiliated Hospital of Henan University of TCM.

Estimating of sample size

For association of genetic susceptibility, sample size calculation involved use of power for genetic association analyses (PGA) package (http://dceg.cancer.gov/bb/tools/pga), which α = 0.05 and power = 90%, the main outcome of these gene based on our meta-analysis of association between these SNPs and other metabolic disorders, the lowest MAF of six SNPs (0.078 from NCBI), and the prevalence of MONW in China 11.25%. Each group needs at least 300 objects.

For physical identification of Constitution, based on the Chinese general population database, the Inherited Special Constitution was the lowest rates of nine kings of physical identification exposure about 0.034 in Henan province, the Inherited Special Constitution exposure of MONW (5.87%) and control (3.83%), the sample size in this study can be estimated initially according to the one to one matched case-control study’s formula:

\[ m = \left[ \frac{z_\alpha}{2} + z_\beta \sqrt{p(1-p)} \right]^2 \left/ \left( p \cdot \frac{1}{2} \right)^2 \right. \]

\[ p = \frac{OR}{(1 + OR)} \]

Each group needs at least 696 objects.

Combination of these two aspects, considering the dropout rate, we decided ultimately to include 770 objects in each group.
Patients
The cases in this study were from Henan Province in China, and recruited from four hospitals in Henan province (including the first, second and third affiliated hospital of Henan University of TCM and Henan Province People’s Armed Police Corps Hospital).

Inclusion criteria
The diagnostic criteria of MONW currently did not reach general consensus, for which mainly determined by obesity and metabolic syndrome diagnostic criteria. The common criteria include Wildman standard, Karelis standard, ATPIII and the HOMA index. Because our study conducted in Chinese Han population, combining with the Han population characteristic, we finally adapted the Wildman standard for BMI between 18.5-23 kg/m² and satisfying the following two:

a. Systolic/diastolic blood pressure ≥ 130/85 mmHg or use of any antihypertensive drugs; b. TG ≥ mmol/L or use of any lipid-lowering drugs; c. Fasting plasma glucose ≥ 5.6 mmol/L or use of any hypoglycemic agents; d. HOMA-IR > 5.13; e. hs-CRP > 0.1 mg/l; f. HDL-C ≥ 1.0/1.3 mmol/l (male/female).

Exclusion criteria
Patients with any of the following conditions will be excluded: pregnant, handicapped, or mentally disturbed; had obesity caused by disease or were taking certain drugs; and had cancer or were unable or unwilling to participate.

Controls
The controls were from the same district matching cases according to the same sex, the age difference < 5 years.

Table 1. SNPs in our study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Allele</th>
<th>Ancestral allele</th>
<th>MAF in CHB</th>
<th>MAF in CEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTO</td>
<td>rs9939609</td>
<td>A/T</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs1421085</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs1121980</td>
<td>C/T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP1R3B</td>
<td>rs9987269</td>
<td>C/G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rs2126259</td>
<td>A/G</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCKR</td>
<td>rs10885122</td>
<td>G/T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Constitution identification of traditional Chinese medicine
The scores of 9 different basic Constitutional types (including Balanced Constitution, Qi-deficient Constitution, Yang-deficient Constitution, Yin-deficient Constitution, Phlegm-dampness Constitution, Damp-heat Constitution, Stagnant Blood Constitution, Stagnant Qi Constitution, Inherited Special Constitution) on MONW were according to the standardized Constitution in Chinese Medicine Questionnaires (CCMQ) reported in 2009, which adopted by ministerial-level appraisal, approved by the Chinese Medical Association, recognized as the industry standard. In our study, according to the Chinese Medical Association Standards, the investigations were undergoing by the investigator owing the Chinese Medicine bachelor degree and with a uniform training.

SNP selection, genotyping and DNA methylation modification
Based on the article published in 2014 about the genetic evidence for MONW linking insulin resistance, hypertension, coronary artery disease and type 2 diabetes [12], we selected FTO, PPP1R3B and GCKR genes to evaluate. Genotyping plans to use of TaqMan Probe and use of pyrosequencing to detect DNA methylation level of genes. Table 1 listed SNPs selected in our study.

Statistical analysis
The data will be analyzed by SPSS 21.0 statistical software package. The physical identifications of TCM on MONW were evaluated by logistic regression analyses and cluster analysis. The relationships between genes and MONW were calculated by logistic regression analyses. The associations between genes and quantitative traits FPG and lipid metabolism indicators such as level of triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TC), high-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (HDL-C), and low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (LDL-C) were evaluated by linear regression. The interactions among genes and behavior risk factors were analyzed by multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) and multiplicative logistic regression after adjusting for sex, age, and BMI. All tests were two-sided and were considered statistically significant with at P ≤ 0.05.
Discussions

The population could be divided into four subtypes when considering metabolic phenotypes with obesity: metabolically healthy with normal weight (MHNW), metabolically obese but normal weight (MONW), metabolically healthy obese (MHO), and metabolically abnormal obese (MAO). As compared with MHO, MONW subtype may have higher visceral fat, lipid metabolisms, and it could be ignored because of lower lean body mass. In contrast to MHO and MHNW, MONW owed high risk of chronic non-communicable diseases, such as type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. Despite many studies, the mechanisms of MONW remain uncertain.

According to the theory of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), the constitution status of people can be divided into nine types, including Balanced Constitution, Qi-deficient Constitution, Yang-deficient Constitution, Yin-deficient Constitution, Phlegm-dampness Constitution, Damp-heat Constitution, Stagnant Blood Constitution, Stagnant Qi Constitution, and Inherited Special Constitution. The identification of constitution status of MONW is helpful to figure out which constitution is significant for it, and for these people who own this significant constitution, early effective lifestyle intervention will be taken to prevent the occurrence of MONW. The Constitution in Chinese Medicine Questionnaire has been translated into English, and for all global people, it is feasible to identify the constitution status.

Epigenetics is defined as: there are some genetic regulators besides the nuclear genome sequence including DNA methylation, non-coding RNA regulation, histone modification and so on. Any part of the exception will affect chromatin structure and gene expressing leading to more complex syndrome of the diseases. Different from the classical genetics, epigenetics mainly focus on the maintain mechanisms of these epigenetic code, and how to determine cell phenotype and ontogeny. In epigenetics, DNA methylation is an important epigenetic modifications form, which has an important role in maintaining the normal function of cell and embryo development. Therefore, DNA methylation levels of FTO, PPP1R3B, and GCKR genes were estimated in our study.

We did evidence-based research on the major databases (including EMBASE, Pubmed, Cochrane for English, and CNKI, VIP and Wanfang database for Chinese) to collect the information about the associations between FTO, PPP1R3B, GCKR genes and MONW through meta-analysis providing the evidences for the estimation of the sample size and the statistical power of the research.

Henan province is a populous in China. The sample size can be fully guaranteed based on the actively cooperation of the three affiliated hospitals of our institution and the People’s Armed Police Corps Hospital of Henan Province. The members of the group have a reasonable structure incorporated into the Chinese medical diagnosis, the basic theory of Traditional Chinese Medicine, as well as a number of researchers specializing in prevention and laboratory.

In conclusion, the purpose of this research is to provide convinced evidence for etiology of MONW from the constitution status of TCM, genetic effects, and interactions among them and behavior risk factors laying the foundations of individualized prevention and the Precision Medicine.
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